
brooding over DARK  SUPERFLUID.

70 percent of the universe called dark energy is a ubiquitous (omnipresent) dark superfluid.  
omnipresent dark superfluid.  sound familiar?  darkness was upon the surface of the deep.  and 
the Spirit of God brooded over the surface of the waters.  sound familiar?  virtual particle 
antiparticle pairs in vacuum are actually vortex antivortex pairs in the dark superfluid.  photons 
of light are phonons (acoustic vibrations) in the dark superfluid.  acoustic vibrations of 
omnipresent dark superfluid.  word of God or mind of God?  sounds familiar.  dark energy is 
supposed to be responsible for repulsive gravity expanding the universe.  fluids exert pressure in 
all directions when not in motion: repulsive gravity.  and pressure reduces along the sides of and 
behind moving fluid: attractive gravity.

so let's get this straight.  acoustic vibrations of dark superfluid move the fluid inducing low 
pressure so the fluid swirls into the low pressure and spins faster inducing even lower pressure 
inducing faster spinning and the pressure gradients are gravitational fields.  so gravity does suck 
and is not curved geometry, it is real difference in dark superfluid pressure.  sounds like aether 
to me.  not only that the aether talks.  consciousness collapsing wave functions sound familiar?  
acoustic vibrations of omnipresent dark superfluid.

And God made the expanse and separated the waters that were under the expanse from the 
waters that were above the expanse.  sounds like the varying pressure layers of a hurricane with 
the low pressure eye in the center.  also sounds like the low pressure centers of galaxies, black 
holes.  so gravity is pressure difference, not curved geometry.  and gravitational waves do not 
tell space how to curve.  they are just vibrations in the swirling, spiraling in of dark superfluids 
which induce pressure differentials.

atoms are pressure differentials too, just way smaller than hurricanes or galaxies.  everything is 
this dark superfluid, not just 70 percent of the universe.  because even the 26 percent of the 



universe which they call dark matter is just dark superfluid in stable spinning vortexes.  and the 
remaining 4 percent is the stuff we are made of, atoms.  but even that is just dark superfluid 
spiraling into stable spinning vortexes of itself.  aether sustaining matter.  or God sustaining the 
universe.

we get so confused by words and more words all defined by each other.  writing these papers is 
just me defining terms actually.  have you ever noticed that 99 percent of preparing for tests in 
college is just memorizing the definitions of terms?

language can reveal but it can also conceal.  if you wish to conceal your assumptions and some 
of your reasoning from your readers while inducing them to accept your hidden meanings as 
true, you need to choose fancy terms with ambiguity or double meanings.  clever writing can 
make people believe you are leading them to understanding, but that never arrives.  and if you 
can make reality complicated and yourself sound smart because of using big words, you can 
even get the government to fund your so called research forever, as long as you never allow 
your readers, or the government to actually arrive at their goal, understanding.

if you wish to arrive at the goal of understanding, the fancy, ambiguous terms need to be 
replaced by the older, proven words that have reliable, visualizable meanings.  these are the 
basic words used in dictionaries to define all the other words.  babble change through the 
generations seems to forever deny the human race a simple, deep and unifying understanding 
of existence.  

the standard model of particle physics, special and general relativity, and quantum theory is a 
bunch of clever terms and reworked and over obfuscated reasonings and opinions written in 
fancy greek letters hiding the simplicity of nature and its fundamental dynamics so people in 
their confusion are more easily dominated.  but there i go too using big words.

darkness was upon the surface of the deep.  and the Spirit of God brooded over the surface of 
the waters.  acoustic vibrations of dark superfluid move the fluid inducing low pressure so the 
fluid swirls into the low pressure and spins faster inducing even lower pressure inducing faster 
spinning and more pressure gradients.  in the beginning God created the heavens and the earth.  
consciousness collapses wave functions but it's actually dark superfluid spiraling into lower 
pressure.

nothing new is being said here.  just different words.

i guess the Good News of the new Quantum Gospel is that we as children of the Brooding Spirit 
can also brood over the quantum wave functions and spin some of the dark superfluid.  fancy 
words.  we could just call it prayer or meditation.  breathe deeply.



Flawed Particle Definitions:

1. a minute portion of matter.

2. In the physical sciences, a particle is a small localized object to which can be ascribed several 
physical or chemical properties such as volume, density or mass.

the first definition says nothing.  the second definition is wrong in its first half:  a particle is not 
an object.  the second definition in its entirety is just calling a particle stuff and saying some stuff 
is different from other stuff.  the properties volume, density and mass are vague terms not 
indicating volume of what, or density of what?  stuff?  the term mass is still unexplained in 
physics so they make up new fancy terms like the higgs field or particle which explain nothing.  
they smash particles into wiggles and name their favorite wiggles particles to be sure it will 
never be understood.  if it's ever understood the government money will dry up.  which it 
should.  put that money into near zero kelvin research where real knowledge is being gained.  
real physics.  and scrap that damn big bang.  with the admission that they study only 4 percent 
of reality its time for the 96 percent to have a say.  and the 96 percent is dark superfluid, aether.  
the rest is a little scum on the pond in our back yard trying to explain the ocean.  and they're 
sure God and our consciousness is an illusion.

a particle is nested vortexes of dark superfluid spiraling in.  now volume can be defined as the 
space scoped out by the vortexes of dark superfluid.  density means pressure gradients.  and 
mass is intensity and stability of self reinforcing vortexes as they encounter other vortexes.  
mass is an effect of the overall dynamics of spinning dark superfluid.  but if you call it aether you 
get an F in physics because big money can't be made by physicists and professors if it were 
revealed to be so simple and obvious.

the views of deep space broke their gravity theories by 96 percent.  96 percent wrong about 
gravity!  still think gravity is caused by curved geometry?  the universe just gave modern physics 
a "4" on their latest exam.  so they come home crying to mommy big government begging for 
billions more for milk and cookies?  but they're still sure about special relativity.  they even have 
plans forming now called the transcension hypothesis to move near black holes to store all their 
data.  and engineer the human race into planck level information.  time dilated into frozen form 



on event horizons, for them the universe will race to its end instantaneously while they crunch 
more data gaining the advantage over us poor natural souls.  they even expect a selection 
process at the end of time.  that much i believe.

but i think we'll stay out here in the real universe growing vegetables and enjoying country 
music.  living natural lives.  and i think we'll trust God or the aether to lead us home when it is 
time.  if dark matter or black holes really are the future for advanced civilizations and they plan 
to impress the universe with all their data and equations, they better remember the "4" the 
universe just gave their theories.  and they better ask themselves what "advanced" means when 
it comes to evaluating a civilization.  we'll be waiting for them by the grace of God, when they 
show up at heaven's doors with all their impressive tech and data to dump on heaven's event 
horizons.  maybe black holes will crunch their numbers to smithereens.  maybe the universe will 
ask why they left so many behind?

maybe they'll wonder why natural people are already there.  if the flow of time really is God's 
dark superfluid flowing down into all our atoms, then why would we need technology to enter 
heaven?  and why would it be even valued or useful there?  i do find it interesting that the big 
people in physics and government believe again in other realms between us and the planck 
length.  they of course assume they will be in charge as they are here.

anyway, let the rich and powerful head for the black holes with their D-wave computers and 
their trident submarines.  they'll reach the pearly gates without the keys to get in.

after centuries of speculating that matter produces gravity, the question now becomes how 
gravity produces matter and time which continues the development of consciousness.  gravity is 
the engine that produces dark energy strings of developing consciousness.
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